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News is the most popular and convenient way of communication. News is featured all over the world
in different languages. There are various types of news such as world news or international news,
state news, national news, sports news, entertainment news, etc.

India also broadcasts news via various sources such as television, radio, newspapers, internet, etc.
Hindi is the local language of the people in India and therefore it is a lot more convenient for
common man to read or listen to Hindi news. Hindi samachar is featured all over India. Hindi
samachar is nothing but latest Hindi news. Hindi news broadcasts latest Hindi news from all over in
Hindi so that people can understand news and updates in a better way. Hindi samachar focuses on
Indian politics, Indiaâ€™s entertainment news, celebrity gossip, sports news, Hindi samachar on
education, crime, law, travel and tourism in India, etc.

Hindi news is basically featured all over the country but is in the mainstream in the north and
eastern parts of India. Bihar and Patna are some of the states which prefer news in Hindi. Bihar
news in Hindi is aired. There are a variety of TV news channels that provide you with Bihar news in
Hindi. These include ETV Bihar, DD Bihar, Mahua Bihar, etc. all these are the leading and top most
news and current affairs channels that deliver Bihar news in Hindi.  According to the latest Bihar
news, on the 30th of May,many people were killed and 4 others injured in two seperate road
accidents in Bihar's Banka, Kaimur and districts of Madhubani. In Kaimur district 2 people were
killed and others were injured when a truck overturned in the district, near. In a separate road
accident in the district of Banka, 2persons were killed and 3 others injured when a speeding jeep
crashed into a roadside tree at Mahagama. These updates are available on the internet as well.

According to Patna news, 'Janata Ke Darbar Mein Mukhya Mantri' programme has become a hit
that has caught the attention of even folk singers. Famous Bhojpuri folksinger Sunil Chhaila Bihari
has come out with an album 'Baba ke Janata Darbar'. Besides all this, the academic council of
Patna University (PU) has approved the regulations for admitting students for the degree courses on
the basis of a written test. This is all in store about the latest Bihar news and Patna news.
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